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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(Appellate Division)

In the matter between

HAMISH C AMPBELL FORTUNE Appellant

and

HAZEL PHOEBE FORTUNE(Born Whitley) Respondent

Coram: Schreiner, Hoexter et Steyn, ■ JJ.a.

Heard: 20th. May, 1955a Delivered: > 1 V

JUDGMENT

SCHREINER J.A. The respondent wife, whom I shall

• all frthe plaintiff”, served a summons on the 4th.September 

1953 In an action against her husband, the appellant, whom 

I shall call ”the defendant”, claiming judicial separation, 

custody of the minor son of the marriage, maintenance and 

costs;.by an amendment a claim for sole guardianship of the 

child was added. The defendant, on the 6th.November 1953, 

filed a plea denying the plaintiff’s allegations and a. 

counterclaim asking for restitution of conjugal rights, 

falling which divorce, custody and costs, The trial Judge, 

OGILVIE THOMPSON J., made the following order on the 29th,

November/....«.
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November 1954.

*’(1) In convention,Plaintiff1 s claim for a judicial sepa
ration and maintenance for herself are dismissed.
(2) In reconvention, Plalntlff(as Defendant in reconven

tion) is ordered to return to and restore conjugal rights 
to De/fendant(as Plaintiff in reconvention) on or before 
fch 11th December 1954, falling which to show case on 22nd 
December 1954 why s

* (a) There shall not be a decree of divorce; why
(b) Custody and sole guardianship of the minor child 

of the marriage shall not be awarded to Plaintiff, 
with reasonable access reserved to Defendant; why

(c) Defendant should not be ordered to pay.as and fof 
the maintenance of the said child the sum of
£7. 10. 0. per month until it shall attain the age 
ofjsix years and thereafter the sum of £12. 10* 0« 
per month until the said child shall attain the age 
of eighteen years; why

(d) Leave-jtBLXMp^La: should not be reserved to Defendant 
to apply, on good cause shown, for a variation of 
the above order as to custody and sole guardianship 
and why.

( (e) Plaintiff should not be directed to pay Defendant
one' quarter of his, taxed costs of suit.

(3) Leave Is reserved to Plaintiff, should she not comply 
with the above order for Restitution of Conjugal Rights, 
and should Defendant, notwithstanding such non-compliance, 
thereafter not move for a decree of divorce In terms of 
the said order, to apply on due notice to Defendant for 
such relief in relation to custody or otherwise as she may 
be advised. w

On the 13th. December 1954, that
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Is before the arrival of the return day, the defendant 

noted an appeal against so much of the judgment as awarded 

the custody and guardianship to the plaintiff, on the 

return day & decree of divorce was granted and the restitu** 

tion order was made final» Though the appeal was tooted 

against part of the restitution order the parties concurred 

in asking this Court to treat the appeal as being one írom

• the corresponding part of the final order granted on the

. return day and thJLs request was acceded to»

It has at no stage been in dispute 

between the parties that if the custody of the child was to . 

be given to the plaintiff the circumstances of the case 

made It manifestly convenient that the sole guardianship 

should also be granted to her, as may be done under the 

provisions of section 5 of the Matrimonial Affairs Act 

(No. 37 of 1953).

The parties, both of whom were 

born in England, were married at.Wynberg, Cape, on the 30th 

October 1952; she was a spinster while he had been previous-** 

ly married and divorced, and had two young.children by his 

first marriage, who were living in England. The son of 

the plaintiff and the defendant was born in a maternity 

home on the 4th July 1953. In April 1953 the plaintiff’s 
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mother arrived from England and stayed- with the parties 

in their home at Fish Hoek* The plaintiff returned to 

the marital dwelling from the maternity home at the. cpd of 

July* On the 22nd August 1953 the plaintiff and her mother 

left the house taking the baby with them* This constituted 

the desertion on which the defendant obtained his restltu** 

tion order* The plaintiff justified her departure by 

alleging various forms .of conduct on the part of the defen

dant which, she claimed, amounted to cruelty entitling her 

to an order of separation*

The lengthy trial revealed con

siderable conflict of evidence» In the result OGILVIE 

THOMPSON J. for the most part accepted the evidence of 

the defendant and rejected that of the plaintiff and her 

mother, and dealt with the main claims of the parties 

accordingly* in regard to the custody, however,, the 

learned Judge after a very thorough examination of the 

facts came to the conclusion £hat Ih the Interests of the 

child he should award the custody to the plaintiff,although 

she was the one who had been found guilty of the matrimo

nial offence, malicious desertion, which had led to the 

termination of the marriage and although, since she was 

planning/....
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planning# if awarded the custody# to take the child to 

live with her in England# the practical effect of the order 

would be to make it extremely difficult for the defendant • 

ever to avail.himself of the right of reasonable access#
at which Is hls/common law.and was expressly reserved to him 

in terms of the court’s order#

The law which OGILVIE THOMPSON J< 

applied he found, on the authority of'Fletcher v> Fletcher 

(1948 (1) S.A.150 (A.D.) ), to be that the paramount coh*- 

sideratlon is the interests of the child#'While accepting, 

the general proposition that a parent’s right of access' 

should not be rendered nugatory# he held that, ” the 

’Circumstances of a particular case may be such that the1 

’’interests of the child must take precedence over the 

’’interests of the parent if the former are to be promoted 

”by. a removal from the jurisdiction#”

In the course of the argument 

on appeal the question was raised by the Court whether# Ih 

view of section 5 of Act 37 of 1953, the learned Judge
- * w

was not entitled, even if he was not obliged# to go further 

and treat the .interests of the child’ as the sole and not 

merely the dominant consideration# The section,, so far
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as relevant, reads 

”5.(1) Any provincial or local division of the Supreme Court 

ot any judge thereof may - ,

(a) on the application of either parent of a minor In 

proceedings for divorce or judicial separation in which 

an order for divorce or judicial separation is granted; 

oi*

(b) on the application of either parent of a minor w^iose 

parents are divorced or are living apart,

if it is proved that it would be in the Interests of the
- r - * - t w

minor to do so, grant to either parent the sole guardian** 

ship... . sole custody of the minor»... w

More than one problem of Inter-, 

probation presents itself in connection with this pro

vision» ’’Proceedings for divorce” must, I think, be 

taken to Include ’’proceedings for restitution of conjugal, 

"rights”; the result otherwise would be absurd. The 

power to grant the sole guardianship "or” the sole custody. 

to either parent must Include the right to grant both to 

one parent* ’’Sole” guardianship may be used in contrast 

with such joint guardianship as is mentioned in section 

5 (3) (b). The use of the word ’’sole” before "custody”"4
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is' lass easy to explain* Possibly it was introduced simply
*

to contrast the effect of the order with the position while 

the parents were living together*

But more important is the question 

what is meant by saying that a judge may grant the custody 

to either parent 'rif it is proved that it would be in the 

ninterests of the minor to do so/' If it were inferred 

that the object of the legislature was to state the whole 

of the law on the subject of grants of custody it would seem 

to follow that the only consideration which a judge might 

ever take into consideration in making such a grant would 

be the Interests of the minor* But .on that view it would 

apparently be impossible to grant an order of custody In 

favour of either parent where the factors bearing on the 

minor's interests are more or less equally balanced and where 

it Is consequently not proved to be in his or her interests 

to give the custody to the one parent or the other* Such a 

result could hardly have been Intended by the legislature* 

Another possible view Is that, although the word ’’may” is 

used, once It Is proved that it would be in the interests of 

the minor to award the custody to a. particular one of the 

parents, the judge would have no option but to make an order 

accordingly* But the present does not appear to be a case

where/... •
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where the grant of a power is coupled with an obligation to 

exerclse.lt» The courts have always had power to give the 

custody to one or other parent; the principles on which such 

orders should be made have come to us from the Roman-Du tc|i 

authorities and been developed In modern decisions. The 

section was apparently designed to free the courts from 

limitations, which might even at the present time be thought
't’Ke.iv "treatto exist at common law^bn the- freedom to base regard to the 

Interests of the minor as the sole factor. But there Is 

-no clear Indication that the legislature Intended to compel 

the judge to give effect to the preponderance of benefit to 

the minor’s Interests, once that is established. The pre

ponderance, though sufficient to justify an order where the 

Interests of the minor alone, are regarded, may yet be slight, 

enough to make it reasonable to take account of the guilt or 

Innocence of the respective parents or the degrees of hardship 

that would be Involved in an order granted one way or the 

other. It Is possible that the legislature intended that 

In such cases considerations other than the interests of the 

minor should be disregarded, but it has not said so* Although 

the result may in some respects be awkward, the correct inter* 

pretatlon appears to be that which treats the section as 

simply empowering the judge to make a grant of custody in 
favour/....
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favour of eïÍtheS parent If it la proved to his satisfaction 

that it would h® in the interests of the minor to do so, so 

that there could be no valid criticism of hls treatment of 

the matter If he declined to pay any regard to other con^* 

siderations; If, however, he should consider that the c$se 

before him Is not one in which he should, rule out such other 

factors as have been held to be relevant, he would not be 

wrong in doing so, although, of course, he would be obliged 

to observe the established principle that the interests of 

the minor are paramount. In the case suggested above, 

where there Is an approximately even balance of the factors 

relating to the minor1s interests, the judge would be 

obliged to add the other considerations to obe scale or 

the ‘other and so reach hls conclusion*

If I am. right in this view as to
r<

the effect of section 5 there is clearly no room for critic 

clsm of the judgment under appeal on the ground that OGILVIE 

THOMPSON J. treated the interests of the child as paramount^ 

for he might have gone further and treated them as the only 

factor which he would take into account.

Counsel for the defendant con

tended that there Is a rule of law that, save- in exceptional 

cases which do not apply, the non'-custodlan parent has a

right/...•.•
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right to reasonable access, and that as the order appealed 

from# though it purports to protect the defendant in his 

right, allows the plaintiff to remove the child beyond the 

effective range of the exercise of that right, there aros$ 

in .effect a conflict between two principles which the learned 

judge should have resolved So as to give some effect to both» 

I do not agree» In terms of section 5, as I have indicated, 

the learned judge might, if he was .satisfied where the Interests 

of the child lay, have expressly disregarded what counsel * 

called the legal right of the defendant to reasonable access» 

But the learned judge did not go so far; he did not rely 

upon the section but dealt with the matter simply on the bad Is 

of the decisions that had beep given before the Act. So 

approaching the problem he took full account of the defendant’s' 

claim to reasonable access and appreciated that if custody wóre
)A***^*ÍÍ

given and if> as was her expressed resolve, she took the child 'i
to England, the only access the defendant would have would 

hardly be reasonable looked at from hls point of ylew^though 

it might be called reasonable In the light of all the circum** 

stances» The learned judge appreciated the difficulties 

of the problem and weighed with groat care the factors of
*

hardship to the defendant and the disadvantage of giving

custody/.....
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custody to the unsuccessful, untruthful plaintiff againát 

the factors pointing to the interests cf the child being 

best served by leaving him with the plaintiff» Of the 

latter factors the most obvious was the child’s extreme 

youth» but the learned judge also examined carefully the 

evidence regarding the means of the parties and the giteo* 

nat-free prospects of the child If he were to be brought up 

by the defendant in South Africa as compared with his prospects 

If he were brought up by the plaintiff in England» The 

learned Judge considered the possibility of awarding custody
Ovx CO v* Al t't'o-n, tUkb J i'Vi t cA

to the plaintiff uj&ftn.-b«as pruhltolt±7ig- the minor1 a remioatai
Ca

-frga South Africa, but was satisfied that this did not pro** 

vide a practicable solution» Although in his argument for 

the defendant on appeal counsel again contended that ‘such 

a modification of the order should be Introduced, I see 

no reason to disagree with the conclusion reached by the 

learned Judge that in the circumstances of the case the 

choice must I» between giving the custody to the defendant 

or giving It, without restriction as to residence, to the 

plaintiff*

Counsel for the defendant,though 

he criticised the judgment in regard to the learned Judge’s 

comments on his client was unable to point to any wrong

finding/....
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finding-of fact. Bearing In mind th© difficulty which 

this Court finds in departing from th© conclusions of th© 

trial court In cases of this kind (see Fletcher v. Fletcher 

supra, at .page 138), especially where the matter la one of 

discretion (see Goodrich v* Botha, 1954(2) S.A.540 at p^ge 

546), I am satisfied that the decision of OGILVIE THOMPSON 

J. cannot be disturbed.

Th© appeal is dismissed with

costs*

Hoexter, J.A») r

Steyn, J.A* )


